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About This Game

No lag. No reloads. No bull. Do you like old school deathmatch with modern features but none of the frills that have ruined the
raw purity of the genre? How about rich, colorful, arcadelike atmospheres? How about...retro Sci Fi? Then you're going to love

what Alien Arena has in store for you! This game combines some of the very best aspects of classic deathmatch, and wraps
them up with a retro alien theme, while adding tons of original ideas to make the game quite unique.

Alien Arena is a furious frag fest with arenas ranging from the small, to the massive. With game modes such as Capture The
Flag and Tactical, there are terrific team-based experiences to be had as well as 1v1 duels, free-for-all, and dozens of mutators
to alter the game play to your liking. The game includes 23 official levels, 10 player characters, fun powerups, and 10 weapons
each with 2 firing modes. The community is friendly, as well as prolific. Dozens of maps, models, and various accessories have

been created by community members to add on to the game experience.

Whether playing online against others or offline against the built in AI, the fun is practically endless.
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I am a sucker for old school RPGs. The plot seems to be well thought out, even a fine mix of humor built in. I like the
characters and battle system. If there was a flaw it would be the mob lists. Dungeons consists solely of the same encounters over
and over until you get to the boss\/end. Other than that, I love it.. THIS is good but disappointingly short rip. Im a sucker for
scifi & mysteries and the pitch of this game sounded very promising. So far ive been very pleased.

The game is rough around the edges but all the core things are at place: ive enjoyed the story so far tho it starts slow. The
missions vary enough and even just shootin asteroids is fun. Just blastin thru space is surprissingly satisfying, but im gonna get
back to the missions soon tho. Just hope the campaign isnt over in couple of hours.

Btw, is the cargo master human or alien? ha

. I'll admit, "Nekomew's Potty Trouble," is not among my list of go-to games to consider. It borrows from the Five Nights at
Freddy's jumpscare toybox and utilizes some rhythm elements, but the fact that it's got a cute furry character made me mash my
paws into the keyboard and buy it.

What I did find was a cute, yet creepy juxtaposition of infantile imagery and psychological terror, which is up my alley, all right.
On top of the existential crisis that comes with answering the call of nature, this game had me shaking in my pullups. I guess
Nekomew's got that much on me.

But I digress. You can play this game with an Xbox or PSX controller, which I found more comfortable than utilizing the
keyboard. The general atmosphere of this game makes me want to replay each level over and over to improve my scores.

Definitely check this game out if you like weird games with babyfurs in it. If that's not your thing, you might still value the
horror elements.. Really adds a bunch of imersion to crusades, seeing the knights templar looking like knights templar

However, this pack does not impact gameplay, as a word of warning. Really loving the follow up so far, more great levels, and
some interesting new mechanics. The music is so relaxing and the sound of sinking a circle is so satisfying! Love it!
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not as good as 1nsane, but good. Can't recommend the game at full price. The AI is horrible (on both sides, Terrorists and
Rainbow ops), maps are incredibly linear, there are bugs here and there that make the game crash from time to time, etc.

If you are like me and want to play through every R6 campaign there is, wait for this one to become on sale, or put on your
eyepatch and tricorne hat..!

Of course there isn't only negative points to this game, there are some fun mechanics that were not there in older R6 games (like
RS3:Raven Shield), such as the ability to shoot at hinges to make doors fall, the possibility to equip and use a breaching
hammer, etc.

Also, I was greatly surprised when I hit the wrong key which made a microphone symbol appear bottom right of my screen.
Turns out you can give voice command orders to your fellow Rainbow Ops. Sure, it was made in 2006 so the commands are
sometimes not recognized, but when it works, it is a lot of fun. Looking at a door, pressing the M key and shouting in your mic :
''OPEN...AND...CLEAR'' only to receive the answer ''ON IT'' or ''COPY THAT'' and then seeing your team lining up beside the
door, waiting for the ''GOGOGO'' signal... Feels good. THAT is one of the coolest features of the game..!

All in all, bad AI, linear maps, meh gameplay (except for voice commands, lol!) 4/10, would wait for a sale again.. Buy it. Just
buy it. Especially now that it's 74 cents during steam sale, no reason to even hesitate - the graphics aren't amazing in the vid but
when you're in it they work perfectly well. Basically Mad Max kinda stuff, the train goes, you shoot, you save your rockets for
helicopters and try not to die.

Really good if you have a small room - again, it's not a great game but it's THREE DOLLARS (or when I got it, 74 cents.) Two
games in I've gotten my monies worth and I plan to keep playing - yes it's another wave shooter but it's fun, it's easy to explain to
people as a demo, and it works.

What more do you want, really?. 8.5\/10
After the first iBomber gave decent value for the price I decided to see if the sequel would do as well.
It didn't, it went FAR BEYOND expectations with new features aplenty. If you ever see the bundle on sale, grab it and
enjoy. For the cost of a sandwich it'll keep you going for a few days.. If I were to describe Spheritis in a single word, I
would probably call it "hopeful". I would also be inclined to call it "convoluted", which is unfourtunately the word that
stands out to me.

Spheritis is a game in the same vein as Ballance, Aerox, Monkey Ball and a good number of others. In these games you
roll a ball around a stage, solving puzzles and watching as the natural flow of the level either provides the feeling of
speeding along rolling hills or the curves of a racetrack, or sends you off the side and into oblivion. Most games of this
ball-rolling genre have one or the other, but more often they are a mix.

Currently, Spheritis is halfway there, by which I mean it's slow. No matter which type of ball you're using, the control
always feels like it's giving into the terrain more than your keyboard, and I often find them sliding further than I
wanted them to even when I don't have to deal with ice, as if they're all made of heavy stone. Granted, this isn't all that
much of a problem in the end, but it can be annoying.

Next, the levels, and this is where "convoluted" comes into it. In each level you are required to press a number of
switches that will open the exit portal, avoiding traps and other hazards along the way. To do this you are afforded six
different powerups - so far I have found Jump, Speed, Levitate and Shrink. Might edit this review once I find the other
two - that will help you reach those switches. At first it doesn't sound like a problem, but having to go back and forth
across the level, finding the wood ball workshop to be light enough to boost over the gap to get the shrink powerup to
then get that button at the other end of the map but oh wait... crushy trap in the way. I need to go back to change to a
steel ball in order to get through.

Convoluted. That word is the bane of many games, but this type I feel suffers more from it. Ball-rolling (or whatever
the actual name for the genre is) games need to have a certain flow to them in order to stay fun. Ballance did this
perfectly, which each part of the level leading onto the next. The puzzles still needed to be solved, but it really felt like
you were getting somewhere once you did so. In its current state, Spheritis will have you backtracking again and again,
looking for where you left that stone ball workshop so that the spikes won't kill you. There are also bonus stars to find
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in each level, though right now I don't really see what they add other then something to have an achievement for.

Now for the "hopeful" side. Spheritis looks like it has potential, definitely. While the level designs could do with some
more imagination, and the mechanics given a few tweaks here or there, I do think some of the groundwork and
developer skill is evident so far. Especially given the fact that this is just one person who has made this entire game so
far. I... wouldn't say buy it just yet - although at just \u00a35.00, that's pretty cheap to be fair - but keep an eye on it. It
could be a worthy addition to the genre given time.. its been a while for the sequel. A very cool game with challenges
that get easier with each try (meaning you won't be stuck on a level forever). It's really sad to see that some of the best
games here on steam recieve the least amount of recognition. On a different note, 12 dollars me be a bit too much for
this game (I think 7 dollars is fair). Finally, I really hope you guys bring this game to IOS and Andrioid seeing as its a
type of game that is simple and can be played on the go.
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